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Abstract
Complexation of a series of related amino compounds by 18-crown-6 ether (18C6) is studied as
a means of improving the resolution of mixtures by combinations of ion mobility spectrometry
(IMS) and mass spectrometry (MS) techniques. Mixtures of the isomeric amines n-octylamine
(NOA), dibutylamine (DBA), and diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) were electrosprayed to produce
gaseous [M + H]+ ions. These species have overlapping mobilities and are not resolved by IMS.
Addition of 18C6 yields [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion complexes that are resolved by IMS. In subsequent
experiments, [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion complexes are separated according to their mobilities and
specific species are selected and exposed to collisional activation. This analysis yields
dissociation voltages that are inversely correlated with the number of separate substitutions
on the nitrogen atom of the amino compounds; dissociation voltages of ~40, ~90, and ~150 V
are obtained for the tri-, di-, and mono-substituted amino compounds DIPEA, DBA, and NOA,
respectively. For these complexes, an inverse correlation is also observed with respect to the
gas-phase basicities (GB) of the amino compounds (964, 935, and 895 kJ mol−1, respectively).
Studies of 18C6 complexes with a series of n-alkylamines (CnH2n+3N where n=3 to 18,
respectively) show that dissociation voltages increase systematically (from ~140 to ~190 V)
under the conditions employed. The sensitivity to collision energy provides an additional means
of distinguishing between classes of compounds. The approach is extended as a means of
separating nitrogen-containing compounds from petroleum.
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Introduction

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is an analytical technique
that separates gas-phase ions based on differences in their

mobilities through an inert buffer gas under the influence of
a uniform electric field [1]. The technique is used for the
detection of a variety of molecular compounds including
drugs, explosives, and chemical warfare agents [2–8].
Recently, nested IMS-mass spectrometry (MS) instrumenta-
tion has been developed as a high-speed method for analysis
of extremely complex mixtures [9–18]. In addition to the
speed of analysis, IMS-MS analysis makes it possible to

distinguish ions of the same mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) [19–
27], and thus has potential as a means of characterizing
mixtures of isomers.

A limitation of these analyses arises from the intrinsic
correlation of ions’ physical sizes with their masses. This
correlation ultimately limits the peak capacity of the two-
dimensional IMS-MS approach. Analysis of large peptide
mixtures shows that for IMS instruments with resolving
powers of 20 to 100, an ~3- to ~10-fold increase in peak
capacity is obtained with the IMS-MS combination com-
pared with MS alone [12, 28]. Because of its potential for
complex mixture characterization, significant work has
focused on improving IMS resolution capabilities; several
high-resolution instruments are capable of resolving powers
[defined as R ¼ t

�t, where t is the drift time of the ion and Δt
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is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peak] in
the range of ~100 to ~200 [12, 29–36]. Higher resolution
IMS measurements are possible [37–40] but are still at an
early stage of development.

Recently, several studies have focused on improving the
efficiency of IMS measurements by using two-dimensional
mobility separations [33, 34, 41–47]. In the IMS-IMS
strategy pursued in our laboratory, ion structures (which
influence the ions’ mobilities) are altered between the two
separation steps. Substantial increase in the peak capacity is
observed; capacities of ~500 to ~1500 were estimated for
IMS-IMS measurements of peptide ions [42]. By multi-
plexing the mobility selection process, such separation
efficiency can be gained without significantly increasing
analysis times [44–47]. Other approaches for improving
experimental sensitivity for IMS analyses include ion
focusing techniques and multiplexing strategies [32, 35,
48–50].

Changing the ions’ structures offers a simple means of
influencing the size/mass correlation; another approach is to
change the ions’ masses in addition to their physical size.
Several groups have explored the use of selective complex-
ation reagents for improving separations. Cyclic polyether
(crown ether) and acyclic polyether shift reagents were used
in IMS-MS analyses of amines [26, 51, 52], amino acids
[53], peptides [53, 54], and active pharmaceutical compo-
nents [55]. These reagents are interesting because a
substantial understanding of the interactions of these
molecules exists. For example, the gas-phase stabilities of
polyether complexes with ammonium [56, 57], metal ions
[58, 59], amines [51, 52, 57, 60], and peptides [61] were
studied. For amines and peptides, ion complex stabilities
depend on the types of polyethers used, the gas-phase
basicity (GB) of the ion, and the structures of the amines and
peptides. Subtle structural changes in the amines and
peptides result in measurable changes in the stabilities of
the ion complexes [51, 60, 61].

The studies presented below describe the combination of
multidimensional IMS separations [33, 34, 42–47] with the
use of non-covalent, 18C6–ion complexes for improved
resolution of amino compounds in mixtures. For a mixture
of three molecular isomers, the addition of 18C6 allows the
resolution of two isomer ions with overlapping mobilities for
[M + H]+ ions. The use of an energy-variable dissociation
step performed between the mobility separations is used to
further isolate amino compounds. In general, the relative
stabilities of 18C6–ion complexes are observed to inversely
correlate with values of GB for the amino compounds.
Additional experiments show that, for a series of n-alkyl-
amines, ion complex stabilities increase with increasing
molecular size.

The utility of 18C6 complexation and IMS-IMS techni-
ques is demonstrated as a means of obtaining increased
resolution of mixture components for a vacuum gas oil
(VGO) distillate sample. Previous efforts have applied IMS-
MS techniques to the characterization of petroleomics

samples and have demonstrated a ~3- to ~5-fold improve-
ment in component resolution compared with MS alone [62,
63]. In influencing the size/mass correlation of ions, 18C6
ion complexation can extend the utility of IMS-MS analyses
by allowing characterizations of select molecular subgroups
obtained from complex mixtures. Because the technique
results in mass shifts of select ions, such analyses may also
find practice for enhancing high-resolution MS character-
izations of complex petroleomics mixtures [64–69].

Experimental
Overview of the IMS-IMS-MS Instrument

Detailed descriptions of IMS-MS theory [1, 11, 17, 70] and
instrumentation [9, 13, 33, 34, 42, 54, 71–74] have been
provided elsewhere, and only a brief description of the
instrument used in these studies as well as operational modes
is presented here. The work presented here is influenced by
studies conducted nearly a decade ago with the first
demonstration of the parallel dissociation of a distribution
of mobility-dispersed precursor ions [72]. This approach was
later utilized in experiments demonstrating crown ether
complexation with peptide ions as a means to improve
mobility separation efficiency [54]. Figure 1 shows a
schematic of the IMS-IMS-MS instrument used for these
studies. The instrument consists of a standard electrospray
source equipped with a Smith geometry ion funnel (F1) [75–
77] mounted to the front of a drift tube/time-of-flight (TOF)
instrument. The drift tube assembly is comprised of two drift
regions (D1 and D2) connected in series by an ion funnel
(F2). The instrument used for this study can be operated in
different modes, such as ion selection, ion activation, and
ion fragmentation by changing the voltage settings at the G2
and IA2 regions (Figure 1) of the drift tube as described
previously [33, 34, 42–44].

Ions generated by electrospray ionization (ESI) are
introduced directly into the first ion funnel (F1), where they
are accumulated. Concentrated ion packets are then periodi-
cally gated into the first drift region (D1) via an electrostatic
gate (G1). The ions migrate through D1 under the influence
of a uniform electric field (~10 Vcm−1) and collide with the
He buffer gas (ultra high purity; Airgas, Radnor, PA, USA)
maintained at a pressure of ~3 Torr and a temperature of
~300 K. The electric field and buffer gas pressure conditions
are maintained such that IMS measurements are carried out
in the low field region (E/pG20 to 45 Vcm−1 Torr−1 for ions
with m/z of 500 to 2500) [1, 4]. As ions exit D1, they enter
the second ion funnel region (G2/F2/IA2). At the entrance of
the second ion funnel (F2) there is a second electrostatic gate
(G2) that can either be set to transmit or select specific
components of the ionmixture. Subsequently, in F2, the diffuse
ion cloud is focused toward the center of the drift tube, and can
be energized by increasing the voltage (5 to 200 V) between the
last two lenses (spaced apart by 3.2 mm) of this region (IA2,
Figure 1). A value of 20 V across the two adjacent lenses
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comprising IA2 (6.3×103 V m−1) is considered to be the
threshold for ion activation. The ions transmitted into the
second drift region (D2) also migrate through this device
under the influence of an electric field and collide with He
buffer gas atoms under the same operating conditions as
those used for the D1 region. After exiting D2, the ions are
again focused in the third ion funnel (F3) before exiting the
high-pressure region. Upon introduction into the high-
vacuum region, ions are focused into the source of a TOF
mass spectrometer and their masses are analyzed. As
described previously, ion flight times in the mass spectrom-
eter are much shorter than drift times, making it possible to
record data in a nested fashion [9].

The total length of the IMS-IMS drift tube is ~183 cm.
Separately, D1 is 71.3 cm, D2 is 98.5 cm, and F2 is 13.0 cm.
The drift regions D1 and D2 are operated at ~10 Vcm−1, the
fields through the ion funnels are ~11 Vcm−1, and the RF
voltages in the funnels are ~130 Vp-p at frequencies of 390
to 460 kHz. The buffer gas is maintained at 300 K.

Materials

18-Crown-6 (18C6, 99%) and all amino compounds (998%)
were purchased from the Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St. Louis, MO,
USA) and used without further purification. Water, meth-
anol, toluene, and acetic acid (HPLC grade) were purchased
from EMD Chemicals (Gibbstown, NJ, USA). A low-boiling
point fraction of VGO distillate (~295 to 319 °C) was
provided as a gift courtesy of ExxonMobil (ExxonMobil
Research and Engineering Company, Annandale, NJ, USA).

ESI Conditions

The amino compound samples and the VGO sample are
electrosprayed from a methanol:toluene (50:50) solution
with 1% acetic acid by volume. The concentration of the
pure amino compounds is typically ~0.01 mg ml−1 and the
concentration of the VGO distillate sample is ~2.0 mg ml−1.
The concentration of 18C6 in each mixture is typically 5 to
10 times the concentration of the other analyte by mass. All
samples are infused at a flow rate of ~0.30μL min−1 by a

syringe pump (KD Scientific, Holliston, MA, USA) and are
electrosprayed with a pulled-tip capillary (75 μm i.d.×
360 μm o.d., Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ, USA)
that is maintained at a voltage of ~2.2 kV relative to the
source entrance plate.

Data Evaluation

The Origin 8 software suite (OriginLab Corp., Northampton,
MA, USA) has been used to create two-dimensional dot
plots depicting ion intensities as a function of drift time and
m/z value [tD(m/z) distribution]. It has also been employed to
fit the features in the datasets. Algorithms developed in house
have been used for extracting portions of the two-dimensional
data for specific analyses. Them/z values of [M + H]+ ions are
obtained from a multipoint calibration.

Results and Discussion
18C6 as a Shift Reagent for Model Amino
Compounds

The isomeric amines n-octylamine (NOA), dibutylamine
(DBA), and diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) have the same
elemental composition (C8H19N) and, thus, the [M + H]+ ion
of each compound has the same monoisotopic m/z of
130.160. The property of identical mass makes it impossible
to distinguish the three amines by high-resolution mass
spectrometry alone. Figure 2 shows the nested two-dimen-
sional, tD(m/z) plots of datasets obtained from the pure
amino compound mixture and the mixture with 18C6.
Dataset feature assignments were obtained from individual
analyses (not shown here). In each individual sample
(without 18C6), [M + H]+ ions are primarily formed. For
IMS-MS analyses of the amino compound mixture
(Figure 2a), all ions are transmitted through G2 into the
D2 region. With this single mobility separation step,
[DIPEA + H]+ ions (tD~9.0 ms) are baseline resolved from
[DBA + H]+ ions (tD~9.8 ms) and [NOA + H]+ ions (tD~
9.9 ms). However, [DBA + H]+ and [NOA + H]+ ions show
a significant level of overlap in drift time.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the IMS/IMS/MS instrument used in these experiments. See text for details of instrument operation
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When 18C6 is added to the sample solutions (containing
only a single analyte), [M + 18C6 + H]+ ions are primarily
formed. Also, under these conditions, ions related to 18C6,
such as [18C6 + H]+ (m/z=265.165), [18C6 + Na]+ (m/z=
287.147) and [18C6 + K]+ (m/z=303.121) are also observed.
These crown ether ions exhibit relatively high ion intensities
so that in order to focus on [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion complexes,
only the drift time region corresponding to these ions has

been selected at G2 to be transmitted into the D2 region (see
Experimental section). Figure 2b shows that the three ion
complexes, [DIPEA + 18C6 + H]+ (tD~16.4 ms), [DBA +
18C6 + H]+ (tD~17.3 ms), and [NOA + 18C6 + H]+ (tD~
18.1 ms) are baseline resolved. A small amount of [DIPEA +
18C6 + H]+ ions that dissociate into [DIPEA + H]+ ions at
the end of the drift tube prior to TOF analysis is also
observed. A comparison of Figure 2a and b suggests that the
use of 18C6 for complexation with small amino compounds
can help to resolve some molecules with very similar
mobilities.

18C6 As an Energy-Dependent Shift Reagent

It is instructive to consider structural aspects of various
molecules in a mixture in order to consider applications of
specific shift reagents. For amines and peptides, it is known
that the stabilities of [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion complexes can be
affected by subtle structural differences in the small
molecules [51, 60, 61]. Such a characteristic of 18C6–ion
complexes may provide a mechanism for an additional
dimension of separation resulting in an increased peak
capacity for the IMS-IMS-MS method.

Figure 3 shows nested two-dimensional, tD(m/z) plots
obtained upon activation of the [C8H19N + 18C6 + H]+

mixture using different activation energies (Figure 3a: 70 V,
and Figure 3b: 100 V) in the IA2 region (Figure 1). Upon
activation at 70 V, most [DIPEA + 18C6 + H]+ ions
dissociate to form [DIPEA + H]+ (Figure 3a), while most
[DBA + 18C6 + H]+ and [NOA + 18C6 + H]+ ions remain
intact. Because the dissociation occurs after D1 (Figure 1),
the two remaining complexes and the [DIPEA + H]+ ions
have significantly different drift times (~6 ms) as well as m/z
values. When an activation voltage of 100 V is applied
(Figure 3b), the majority of the [DIPEA + 18C6 + H]+ ions
and the [DBA + 18C6 + H]+ ions dissociates into [DIPEA +
H]+ and [DBA + H]+ ions, respectively. Only the [NOA +
18C6 + H]+ ion complex remains intact.

The dissociation selectivity of 18C6-ion complexes in
IMS-IMS instrumentation can be investigated using a
number of different sample compounds. Figure 4 shows
the dissociation percentage as a function of activation
voltage for several 18C6–ion complexes as well as 18C6-
n-alkylamine ion complexes obtained from similar IMS-
IMS-MS experiments. Figure 4a shows the data for ion
complexes of the amino compound isomers each having the
same nominal mass (129 Da) but different nitrogen
structures [i.e., primary (1°), secondary (2°), or tertiary (3°)
amines]. [DIPEA + 18C6 + H]+ ion complexes (3° amine)
have a relatively low gas-phase stability (dissociating
between ~20 V and ~60 V); [DBA + 18C6 + H]+ ion
complexes (2° amine) have higher gas-phase stabilities
(dissociating between ~60 V and ~100 V); and, 18C6
complexes of NOA (Figure 4a) as well as other n-alkyl-
amines with 1° amines (Figure 4b) have the highest gas
phase stabilities (dissociation voltages 9100 V). Interestingly
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional dot plots of drift time versus m/z
obtained from ESI-IMS-MS experiments for amino com-
pound mixtures. Panel (a) shows data for a mixture of 1:1:1
DIPEA, DBA, and NOA. Panel (b) shows data for a mixture of
1:1:1 DIPEA, DBA, and NOA with the incorporation of 18C6 in
each sample. The [M + H]+ and [M + 18C6 + H]+ ions are
identified by individual analyses (not shown here). The
intensities of different features are represented here using a
false color scheme in which the least intense features are
shown in dark blue and the most intense are shown in red.
The structures of the [M + H]+ ions are shown as an inset in
Figure 2a
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18C6 complexes of quinoline (Qu) and isoquinoline (IQu)
[3° amines with the same nominal mass (129) as the three
isomers] have gas-phase stabilities that are similar to the
[DBA + 18C6 + H]+ ion complexes. Figure 4b illustrates the
voltage-dependent dissociation of [n-alkylamine + 18C6 +
H]+ ion complexes which have identical amine structures but
different molecular masses. The data show that dissociation
voltage increases with increasing ion size for these 1°
amines.

Predicting Dissociation Voltage Based on Amino
Compound Properties

The utility of 18C6 ion complexation with IMS-IMS-MS
characterization may find significant utility as a means of
simplifying complex mixtures in order to enhance the
resolution of specific components. Therefore, an understanding
of factors affecting the stabilities of 18C6–ion complexes will
affect the ability to use the method for complex mixture
characterization. Table 1 lists the amino compounds tested in
this study along with ion complex dissociation voltages
(obtained from the 50% dissociation values in Figure 4) and
gas-phase thermochemical information.
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Figure 3. Two dimensional dot plots of drift time versus m/z
obtained from ESI-IMS-MS experiments for a mixture of 1:1:1
DIPEA, DBA and NOA with the incorporation of 18C6 in each
sample under different activation voltages applied at IA2.
Panel (a) shows data collected using an activation voltage of
70 V. Panel (b) shows data collected using 100 V. The [M + H]+

and [M + 18C6 + H]+ ions are identified by individual analyses
(not shown here). The intensities of different features are
represented here using a false color scheme in which the least
intense features are shown in dark blue and the most intense
are shown in red
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Figure 4. Plots of dissociation percentages for a series of
18C6-ion complexes. Panel (a) shows dissociation percen-
tages for complexes formed from isomeric amino com-
pounds (NOA, DBA, and DIPEA) as well as the isobaric
compounds Qu and IQu each with the same nominal mass of
129. GB values are listed for DIPEA, DBA, and NOA. All ion
abbreviations are associated with molecules in the text.
Panel (b) shows dissociation percentages for complexes
formed by n-alkylamines of different lengths each containing
a 1˚ amine group. Ion assignments in terms of the number of
carbons in the molecule (CnH2n+3N) are provided as a key
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Table 1 and Figure 4 show that, in general, dissociation
voltages increase with a decrease in the number of substitutions
at the nitrogen atom. For example, the ordering of dissociation
voltages for the model isomeric amines is DIPEA (43 V) GG
DBA (92 V) GG NOA (151 V). Here we note that the number
of separate substitutions on the nitrogen atoms is three, two,
and one, for the respective compounds, and that the relative
ordering of dissociation voltages is likely to result in large part
from the number of available hydrogen bonds with the amine;
for ammonium/polyether complexes, additional hydrogen
bonds (compared with a single interaction) may provide up to
88 kJ mol−1 of additional binding energy [57, 78]. For the
respective compounds, an inverse correlation between disso-
ciation voltage and GB of the amino compound is also
observed (GBDIPEA≈964 kJ mol−1, GBDBA≈935 kJ mol−1,
and GBNOA≈895 kJ mol−1) [79].

Dissociation voltages for Qu (85 V) and IQu (90 V) are
similar to that observed for DBA (92 V). This comparison is
instructive because Qu and IQu are compounds containing
3° amines while DBA contains a 2° amine. Thus, the
similarity in complex stability for these three compounds
cannot solely be ascribed to the number of available
hydrogen bonds. It is noteworthy that these three compounds
share the characteristic of having only two separate carbons
bonded to the nitrogen atoms. For these 3° amines it appears
that decreased steric effects increase the overall stability of
the complex; that is, there is greater accessibility to the
charge site for these compounds when compared to the 3°
amine DIPEA. It is noted that GB values for Qu and IQu are
921 and 920 kJ mol−1, respectively, and are more similar to
that of DBA.

For the n-alkylamine complexes (Figure 4b), the dissoci-
ation voltages do not inversely correlate with GB. As an
example, consider octylamine (GB≈895 kJ mol−1) and
propylamine (GB≈884 kJ mol−1). 18C6 complexes with
these molecules have dissociation voltages of ~152 and
~142 V, respectively. The observed relative stabilities of the
n-alkylamines may be reflective of the overall complex size

and the collision dynamics in the ion activation region. For
example, under the conditions employed in the present
experiments, the number of collisions experienced in the IA2
region of the instrument for these alkylamines ranges from
~50 to ~300. For larger complexes, the energy imparted into
the ion complex with each collision is dispersed among a
greater number of internal modes, thereby requiring higher
voltage settings to be used in order to induce dissociation.
This also may explain the fact that the dissociation curves of
the larger complexes have larger variances than those of the
smaller complexes.

The results shown in Figure 4 suggest that the stabilities
of such compounds are governed by several factors. These
include the number of separate substitutions on the nitrogen
atom of the compound, steric factors affecting charge site
accessibility, as well as the overall size of the amine
compound. The wide range of differences in dissociation
voltage thresholds associated with these factors suggests that
it may be possible to provide a gross estimation of complex
dissociation voltages for a variety of amino compounds.
Additionally, the large range in dissociation voltages
suggests the possibility of using voltage settings to isolate
specific compounds with reasonable selectivity. Figures 3
and 4 demonstrate the separation potential of the use of
18C6 as an energy-dependent shift reagent in IMS-IMS
measurements, and it is worthwhile to consider the approach
for resolving nitrogen-containing compounds in complex
mixtures such as those encountered in petroleomic character-
izations. It is expected that such mixtures would contain a
large variety of compounds of different amine types, amino
compound sizes, and ion structures.

18C6 Complexation and IMS-IMS-MS
Measurements for VGO Distillate
Characterization

A series of preliminary studies of the VGO distillate sample
were performed to optimize these experiments. Multiple

Table 1. IMS-IMS dissociation voltage values for the [M + 18C6 + H]+ complexes of the various amino compounds

Molecule Molecular formula Mass (Da)a Dissociation voltage (V)b Gas-phase basicity (kJ∙mol−1)c

n-Propylamine C3H9N 59.073 141 884
n-Butylamine C4H11N 73.089 141 887
n-Hexylamine C6H15N 101.120 146 894
n-Octylamine C8H19N 129.152 151 895
Dibutylamine C8H19N 129.152 92 935
Diisopropylethylamine C8H19N 129.152 43 964
Quinoline C9H7N 129.058 85 921
Isoquinoline C9H7N 129.058 90 920
n-Decylamine C10H23N 157.183 158 897
n-Dodecylamine C12H27N 185.214 166 NA
n-Tetradecylamine C14H31N 213.246 171 NA
n-Hexyldecylamine C16H35N 241.277 179 NA
n-Octyldecylamine C18H39N 269.308 187 NA

aMonoisotopic masses have been calculated according to the molecular formulae
bDissociation voltages are defined at 50% ion complex abundance as shown in Figure 4
cGas phase basicities are obtained from reference 79
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relative reagent concentrations (VGO:18C6=20:1, 10:1, 5:1,
2:1, 1:1, 1:2, 1:5, and 1:10, and concentration ranges for
VGO between 1 and 5 mg mL−1) were tested in order to
obtain the best solution conditions for the petroleomics
analysis. Maximum complexation is achieved when the
concentration for the VGO distillate is ~2 to 3 mg mL−1 and
the VGO:18C6 ratio is 1:2. As before, only the mobility
ranges for [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion complexes were selected for
analysis to improve dataset interpretability.

Figure 5 shows typical results obtained upon electro-
spraying the VGO distillate sample without 18C6
(Figure 5a), with the addition of 18C6 (Figure 5b) and with
the addition of 18C6 employing IMS-IMS separations
(Figure 5c, 80 V activation voltage). Figure 5a shows that
the [M + H]+ ions in the VGO distillate sample have a m/z
distribution ranging from ~170 to ~330 and a drift time
distribution ranging from ~10 ms to ~17 ms. Also shown in
Figure 5a, is a series of [M1 + M2 + H]+ dimer ions ranging
from m/z ~450 to ~600 and having a drift time range of ~18
to ~24 ms.

When 18C6 is added to the VGO distillate sample solution,
18C6 forms complexes with amino compounds in the VGO
distillate sample. Here we note that in the complex VGO
distillate sample other molecules may exist that form com-
plexes with 18C6. Previous work performed using a similar
VGO distillate sample has shown that the dominant features in
ESI mass spectra of basic compounds are comprised of ~75%
amine containing molecules [80]. The remainder of the
dominant features is primarily oxygen/sulfur species. Because
of this prevalence of amino compounds as well as the fact that
the dominant features observed and compared in these datasets
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obtained from ESI-IMS-MS experiments for a low-boiling
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VGO distillate sample without activation where the [M + H]+

and [M1 + M2 + H]+ ion regions are shown with white ovals.
Regions selected for IMS distribution comparisons (Figure 6)
are shown as solid lines at m/z=232 and m/z 496. Panel (b)
shows data collected for the VGO distillate sample upon
addition of 18C6. Here no activation voltage is employed.
White ovals indicate the [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion region and the
region occupied by the [M + H]+ ions generated by
dissociation of 18C6-ion complexes at the end of F3. Solid
lines at m/z=232 and m/z 496 indicate regions used for drift
time distribution comparisons (Figure 6). Prominent 18C6
ions are labeled. Panel (c) shows data collected for the VGO
distillate sample with 18C6 where 80 V activation has been
employed in the IA2 region (Figure 1). White ovals indicate
the [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion region and the region occupied by
the [M + H]+ ions generated by dissociation of 18C6-ion
complexes in the IA2 region as well as those formed at the
end of F3. Solid lines at m/z=232 and m/z 496 indicate
regions used for drift time distribution comparisons (Figure 6).
Prominent 18C6 ions are labeled. The intensities of different
features in all dot plots are represented here using a false
color scheme in which the least intense features are shown in
dark blue and the most intense are shown in red
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contain even m/z values, ions are referred to as 18C6–amino
compound complexes. IMS-MS experiments (Figure 5b) of the
VGO distillate sample with 18C6 indicate the presence of [M +
18C6 + H]+ ion complexes, having a m/z distribution ranging
from ~430 to ~600 and a drift time distribution ranging from
~17 ms to ~24 ms. At lower m/z values, a number of features
are observed over the same drift time range corresponding to
[M + H]+ ions arising from dissociation of [M + 18C6 + H]+

ion complexes at the end of F3 (Figure 5b). High-intensity
18C6 ions, such as [18C6 +H]+, [18C6 +Na]+,and [18C6 +K]+

are also observed.
When an activation step is utilized between the two IMS

steps, a portion of the [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion complexes
dissociates into [M + H]+ ions and 18C6 molecules. The
smaller [M + H]+ ions have larger mobilities than their [M +
18C6 + H]+ ion precursors, and differ in m/z values by
264.157 Da (a single 18C6 molecule). The percentage of
dissociated [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion precursors increases as the
activation voltage is raised from 40 V to 60, 80, and 100 V.
Figure 5b shows that many of the [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion
complexes do not dissociate at the 40 V activation voltage
settings. However, Figure 5c shows that when 80 V
activation voltage is used, the majority of the [M + 18C6 +
H]+ ion complexes dissociate to form [M + H]+ ions as
demonstrated by the features observed over the drift time
range of ~14 to ~20 ms having a m/z range of ~175 to ~325.
In addition, a small amount of the [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion
complexes is observed to fragment at the end of F3.

In order to observe the separation achieved with the
addition of 18C6 and the incorporation of an ion activation
step in more detail, drift time distributions were extracted at
nominal masses of m/z=232 (Figure 6a) and m/z=496
(Figure 6b). Drift time distributions obtained from six

Figure 6. Drift time distributions obtained for experiments
for the VGO distillate samples with and without 18C6. Data
are represented for different experimental conditions (with
varying amounts of ion activation in the IA2 region as well as
no activation). Panels (a) and (b) show distributions at m/z=
232 and 496, respectively, for the VGO distillate sample. Part
(i) in both panels shows data obtained in the absence of
18C6 and without the use of ion activation at IA2. Part (ii) in
both panels shows data obtained in the presence of 18C6.
Again, no activation voltage is employed. Parts (iii), (iv), (v),
and (vi) show drift time distributions for the VGO distillate
sample with 18C6 using activation voltages of 40, 60, 80, and
100 V activation in the IA2 region. Feature A indicates the
peak position (~12.1 ms) in the drift time distribution of the
[M + H]+ ions with nominal m/z=232. Features B and C
correspond to the peak positions of [M + 18C6 + H]+ ions
with nominal m/z=496 at ~19.3 ms and ~19.9 ms, respec-
tively. Features D and E represent the [M + H]+ ions at
nominal m/z=232, which are formed from dissociation of
[M + 18C6 + H]+ ions (Features B and C, respectively) at the
end of F3 prior to TOF analysis. Features F and G mark the
peak positions at~15.8 and ~16.0 ms of the [M + H]+ ions at
nominal m/z=232, which are formed at IA2 from dissociation
of [M + 18C6 + H]+ ions from (Features B and C)

b
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datasets are given as examples in Figure 6 including: (i) the
VGO distillate sample without 18C6 from an IMS-MS
experiment; (ii) the VGO distillate sample with 18C6 from
an IMS-MS experiment; (iii) the VGO distillate sample with
18C6 from an IMS-IMS-MS experiment employing 40 V
activation voltage in IA2; and the same sample with (iv)
60 V activation voltage; (v) 80 V activation voltage, and (vi)
100 V activation voltage.

The extracted drift time distributions shown in
Figure 6a(i) reveal that the [M + H]+ ions having m/z=
232 appear to comprise a single peak (Feature A) at
~12.1 ms. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) for
feature A is ~0.29 ms. Applying a Gaussian fit
(�x ¼ 12:101, σ=0.129, R2=0.969) to the experimental
data provides a FWHM of ~0.30 ms. The resolving power
calculated for this peak (~40) is lower than the typical
resolving power of this 2 m drift tube (~70 to 80) by a
factor of ~2 suggesting the presence of isobaric ions and/
or multiple gas-phase conformations. That said, the
relatively narrow peak corresponding to A indicates that
the multiple mixture components in this m/z region have
very similar mobilities. The drift time distribution of the
[M1 + M2 + H]+ dimer ions [Figure 6b(i)] at m/z=496
shows a broad feature existing over a drift time range of
~18.5 ms to ~21.5 ms indicating a broader range of
different ion sizes for these species.

When 18C6 is added to the VGO distillate sample, the
[M + 18C6 + H]+ ion complexes formed with m/z 496
separate into two features as shown in Figure 6b(ii). These
include features B and C at ~19.3 ms and ~19.9 ms,
respectively. The FWHM for either feature is difficult to
measure; however, a Gaussian fit (�x ¼ 19:341, σ=0.138; and
�x ¼ 19:874, σ=0.217, respectively) provides FWHMs for B
and C of ~0.33 ms and ~0.51 ms, respectively. The peak
height ratio for the peaks obtained from the fit is 1:1.62 (B:
C). The existence of the two features (Features B and C in
Figure 6b) in the drift time distribution for the [M + 18C6 +
H]+ ion complexes compared with the constituent [M + H]+

ions (Feature A in Figure 6a) suggests that the incorpo-
ration of 18C6 may provide a means for increasing the
separation capacity compared with IMS measurements of
the protonated species. This is consistent with the
improved separation of the model compounds NOA and
DBA obtained by adding 18C6 to the amine mixture
(Figure 2). Similarly, B and C (Figure 6) may represent
separate classes of amino compounds in this complex
mixture.

At the end of F3, some of the [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion
complexes dissociate into [M + H]+ ions as depicted in
Figure 6a(ii). These ions (features D and E in Figure 6a)
represent the nitrogen-containing compounds that comprise
the [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion complexes depicted by B and C
[Figure 6b(ii)]. It is noted that many more monomer ions
appear to result from dissociation of C compared with those
arising from B. This difference reflects the relative stabilities
of the [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion complexes comprising B and C

providing further evidence of a separation of molecular
classes with different structures.

To explore how the differences in gas phase stabilities
may be utilized to enhance the separation of petroleomics
mixture components, IMS-IMS-MS experiments were per-
formed at a variety of activation voltages. As shown in
Figure 6b, the relative intensity for C decreases more rapidly
than that for B, such that at 60 V activation voltage
[Figure 6b(iv)] the two peaks have the same intensity. B
becomes the dominant peak at 80 V activation voltage
[Figure 6b(v)]. The peak height ratios (B:C) provided by
Gaussian fits at 40, 60, and 80 V activation voltages are
1:1.58, 1:1.10, and 1:0.58, respectively. Noticeably, at 80 V,
C merges into the tail of B forming a broad tail. This
suggests that ions with many different structures may
comprise C. At 100 V activation voltage [Figure 6b(vi)],
the majority of complexes comprising B and C dissociate.
The [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion complexes that dissociate form
[M + H]+ ions with m/z values of 232. Because dissociation
occurs between drift separation steps, the fragment ions have
shorter drift times than the precursor complex ions. Frag-
ment ions produced by dissociation of B and C in the IA2
region are shown as features F and G in Figure 6a. Because
G arises from dissociation of the less stable complexes
represented by C, it is observed at a lower activation
voltage. F is only observed as a shoulder on G after 80 V
activation voltage is employed. The two features are not as
highly resolved as the [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion complexes
because they are only separated as the complexes in the first
drift stage (D1). During the second drift separation step
(D2), these ions exhibit similar mobilities [Figure 6a(i)].

Summary and Conclusions
The complexation of 18C6 to amino compounds has been
examined as a means for characterization of mixtures of
these species by multidimensional IMS-MS techniques.
The data show that the addition of excess 18C6 to
mixtures of model amino compounds enhances compo-
nent resolution, which arises from differences in the
physical size of the complexes formed. Additionally,
increased selectivity is achieved based on the stabilities
of [M + 18C6 + H]+ ion complexes; in general, ion
complex stabilities are observed to be inversely correlated
to amino compound GB. Factors affecting ion complex
stabilities include the structure of the amine group as well
as the structure and size of the amino compound ion. The
application of 18C6 complexation with IMS-IMS analysis
of a petroleomics sample demonstrates improved resolu-
tion of select, nitrogen-containing compounds. IMS-IMS
techniques are interesting as a means of separation
because they provide enhancements in separation that are
gained from both the changes in physical size of the
complexes as well as the differences in the stabilities of
the complexes.
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